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A Spatial Explanation for Cross-City Price Differences Jinyue Li∗†



Abstract Large cities are more expensive than small cities and the price differences are larger in nontradable service goods but smaller in tradable manufacturing goods. Using detailed component data for 56 individual goods and services collected in 209 U.S. cities in 2010, I find that a one log-unit rise in city size is associated with a 3.4% increase in non-tradable price index but only a 1.2% increase in tradable price index. This paper proposes a spatial model to explain why relative price of non-tradable goods is higher in large cities. There are two sectors: a tradable manufacturing sector and a non-tradable service sector. An explicit internal structure of the city is introduced: the service sector locates closest to the center, followed by the manufacturing sector, then by residents. Locations closer to the center have a higher land price but a lower transport or commuting cost. In equilibrium, all agents in the city face this trade-off and choose their optimal location. The model provides a theoretical microeconomic foundation for the large empirical literature on cross-city price differences.
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Introduction



The variation in prices across cities plays an important role in many urban and New Economic Geography (NEG) models. These theories typically predict that price indices of tradable goods are lower in larger cities (see, e.g., Fujita (1988); Krugman (1991); Helpman (1998); Behrens and Robert-Nicoud (2014)), although this prediction is at odds with some empirical research (DuMond, Hirsch, and Macpherson (1999); Tabuchi (2001)). Housing prices have also been studied, both empirically and theoretically, as it is easy to modify NEG models to generate higher housing prices in larger cities; however, there are limited studies on the price differences in non-tradable goods across cities. This paper provides both an empirical analysis to document this price variation and a theoretical explanation for it. This paper makes two contributions. First, I document key observations on price differences. Large cities have higher aggregate prices. I use decomposed data to construct price indices for tradable and non-tradable goods (except land). Although both indices increase with population, the price difference is larger for non-tradable goods and smaller for tradable goods. Second, this paper provides a spatial model that explains why the relative price of non-tradable goods is higher in cities with larger populations. This model features a standard internal spatial structure of cities: locations within cities are heterogeneous and locations from which agents can gain more are more desirable. In equilibrium, all of the agents choose their optimal location. The model provides a theoretical microeconomic foundation for the documented facts of cross-city price differences. More specifically, I use a monocentric city model in which all of the employment and market exchanges occur at the city center. I study a circular city in which a central business district (CBD) is surrounded by a ring of residences. Two types of goods, namely tradable manufacturing goods and non-tradable service goods, are produced using land and labor, and people consume these two types of goods and residential land. Firms incur iceberg transport costs and these transport costs differ across sectors: services generally need face-to-face meetings, hence service goods have the highest delivery costs. Commuting, on the other 1



hand, takes the form of a loss of labor time and is the cheapest among the transportation activities. The need to save transport costs draws both firms and residents towards the city center, whereas the need for land for production and residential housing keeps the city from collapsing on a spot. In equilibrium, all of the agents choose their optimal location. Firms, by locating closer to the city center, save transport costs but face higher land price and wage rate. As the service sector bears the highest transport cost, it has more to gain from being closest to the center, followed by the manufacturing sector. Consumers also have a trade-off: closer to the CBD, the commuting cost is lower but land price is higher. Every consumer-worker at every location receives the same utility, i.e., no one can gain by changing her residential or job location. The equilibrium land-use gives three boundaries within the internal structure of the city: a boundary between the service and manufacturing sectors within the CBD; a boundary between the CBD and residential area; and a boundary between the urban residential area and rural land use, namely the city edge. The equilibrium analysis is based a closed city assumption: the city’s population is taken as given and the equilibrium determines the city’s geographic size and the utility it can deliver to its residents. I establish an equilibrium relation between the city’s population, the three boundaries, and the relative price of service goods. As the population grows, the city edge increases, as residents demand more goods and land, and firms need more land to meet increased demand. This widening city edge pulls outwards the internal boundaries within the city, i.e., the boundaries between the service, manufacturing, and residential use areas. In particular, as the boundary between the service and manufacturing sectors increases, it affects the service sector proportionately more as the service sector has a higher transport cost. Therefore, service goods become relatively more expensive. Empirically, I document the facts of price differences across cities. Using detailed component data for 56 individual goods and services collected from 209 U.S. cities in 2010, I find that the aggregate city-level Consumer Price Index and price indices for tradable and
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non-tradable goods all increase with population. Specifically, a one log-unit rise in city size is associated with a 3.4% increase in the non-tradable price index but only a 1.2% increase in the tradable price index. This is consistent with other empirical studies of cross-city price differences. Parsley and Wei (1996), for example, examine prices for different categories of goods. They classify goods into tradables and non-tradables, and find that services have the highest average price differential. A distinguishing aspect of the model is that it uses an explicit internal structure of cities to demonstrate the relation between a city’s population and prices, which has not been done before. The most closely related paper is Karadi and Koren (2008), who develop a spatial model to explain why price levels are higher in rich countries. My paper is different in two main aspects. First, their model is used to explain the Balassa-Samuelson effect between countries, whereas my model explains the cross-city price differences within a country. Second, their paper’s spatial structure takes a different form: they model each country as an interval on the real line. Furthermore, residents are assumed to live in the center, with businesses located farther away from the center. In contrast, I describe a circular city in a monocentric city model, whereby a central business district is surrounded by a ring of residences, as developed in the classic work of Alonso (1964), Mills (1967), and Muth (1969). Another closely related paper is Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2013), which builds on Lucas and Rossi-Hansberg (2002). Their paper focuses on the role of externalities on land price in cities with different supply restrictions. This paper is related to several strands of research. The model builds on and expands the large theoretical literature on the monocentric city model (see Fujita (1989); Fujita and Thisse (2013); Fujita, Krugman, and Venables (1999); and Anas, Arnott, and Small (1998) for a review). It extends traditional models in that it has an urban business pattern within the central business district (CBD), i.e., service production and manufacturing production. This paper also complements empirical research on cross-city price differences. Cecchetti, Mark, and Sonora (2002) study the aggregate price levels between cities. They find significant
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price differences across cities and very slow convergence. Burridge, Iacone, and Lazarová (2015) incorporate dynamic and spatial effects into the panel data model. Parsley and Wei (1996) and Engel and Rogers (1997) examine violations of the law of one price within the United States using consumer price data. In particular, Parsley and Wei (1996) use the same data source as the current paper. Crucini and Shintani (2008) use similar data from the Economist Intelligence Unit to examine the persistence of the law of one price deviations for nine U.S. cities. Atkin and Donaldson (2014) estimate intranational trade costs using spatial price index as a proxy. Handbury and Weinstein (2015) use detailed barcode data to identify the sources of bias in spatial price index measurement. In a complementary study, Handbury (2013) uses the same barcode data to calculate variety-adjusted city-specific price indexes for households at different income levels. The barcode data, however, only cover food items. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents detailed empirical facts about the cross-city price differences in both tradable and non-tradable goods. Section 3 introduces a spatial model for the internal structure of cities. Section 4 derives the equilibrium conditions and conducts an analysis of why the relative price of service goods is higher in larger cities. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
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Data



The data are taken from the ACCRA (American Chamber of Commerce Researchers Association) Cost of Living Index published by the Council for Community and Economic Research. The ACCRA index of U.S. urban prices has been used in important papers such as Chevalier (1995), Parsley and Wei (1996), Albouy (2009), and Moretti (2013). It provides comparative data for 318 urban areas. ACCRA data are weighted according to the Consumer Expenditure Survey of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Because each ACCRA report is a separate comparison of prices at a single point in time, I use the 2010 annual
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average data to study the price differences across cities.1 I define a city as a Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). Metropolitan area boundaries are based on their 2003 definitions, as issued by the Office of Management and Budget. Based on this definition of a city, the dataset is reduced to 209 cities in the U.S. The main advantage of this dataset is that it contains detailed components data for 56 individual goods and services. The main categories of goods and services in the data are as follows: grocery items, housing, utilities, transportation, health care, and miscellaneous goods and services, such as pizza, haircuts, movies, etc. I group the 56 individual goods and services into two types: tradable and non-tradable goods.2 The correlation of price indexes with population, which indicates an agglomeration force across many New Economic Geography (NEG) models, is the main focus of this section. Figure 1 shows the correlation between the aggregate price index (the composite index) and population. Clearly, price rises with population. To determine if price indices for both tradable and non-tradable goods also rise with population, I construct a tradable price index (PT ) and a non-tradable price index (PN ) from the ACCRA dataset, using the ACCRA itemlevel weights. I regress the log of each price index for each city on the log of the city’s population and the results are reported in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, there is a strong positive association between each of these price indexes and population. A one log-unit rise in city size is associated with a 3.4% increase in the non-tradable price index but only a 1.2% increase in the tradable price index. The coefficients indicate that a consumer in New York city pays 4 percent more for tradable items but 12 percent more for non-tradable items than a person in Des Moines, IA. This large price difference between the non-tradable goods needs further investigation. New Economic Geography (NEG) models typically predict that price indices over tradable goods are lower in larger cities (see, e.g., Fujita (1988); Rivera-Batiz (1988); Krugman 1 2



See the Appendix for more details on the data. See the Appendix for all of the 56 items included in the data and a detailed classification of goods.
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Figure 1: Correlation between City-Level CPI and Population, 2010



Table 1: Price Indices and Population, 2010 (1) (2) log PT log PN log MSA Population 0.0122∗∗∗ 0.0338∗∗∗ (0.00361) (0.00747) Constant 4.445∗∗∗ 4.157∗∗∗ (0.0469) (0.0971) Observations 209 209 Adjusted R2 0.31 0.35 Standard errors in parentheses ∗ p < 0.05 , ∗∗ p < 0.01 , ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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(1991); Helpman (1998); Ottaviano, Tabuchi, and Thisse (2002); Behrens and Robert-Nicoud (2014)). This prediction is at odds with the empirical data above. Other empirical studies have demonstrated that prices are higher in larger cities (DuMond, Hirsch, and Macpherson (1999); Tabuchi (2001)). Helpman (1998) and Suedekum (2006) suggest that, while the price of purely traded goods should be lower in cities, the inclusion of non-tradable goods prices in the aggregate price index can produce inconclusive results. However, my empirical analysis in this section shows that larger cities have higher prices, in all three price indices, and that the price difference is larger for non-tradable goods than for tradable goods. This demonstrates the importance of the relative price of non-tradables for the development of the theory presented in this paper.
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Model



Space is modeled as a flat and featureless plain, with an arbitrary point marked off as the center. I study a circular city with radius S in the plain, considering only symmetric allocations: a location is fully described by the location’s distance r from the city center (0, 0). The city center serves as a marketplace: all goods and services are exchanged there. Land is owned by agents who play no role in the theory: absentee landlords.



Production Technology There are two types of goods: manufactured goods (numeraire) and services. Both are costly to be transported to the center. Let ni (r) be the employment by industry i (i = m, s) per unit of land at location r. Production at location r is assumed to be a constant returns to scale function of land, 2πr, and labor, 2πrni (r), at that location. Production in each industry i per unit of land at location r is



Yi (r) = Ai ni (r)β ,
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β ∈ (0, 1),



where Ai is a TFP term that is common to all of the firms in industry i in the city. Firms incur an iceberg transport cost: when one unit of good is shipped r miles, only exp(−τi r) remains. Let w (r) be the market wage at location r. Let qFi (r) be the maximum rent a firm would be willing to pay for a unit of land at location r. Firm’s problem implies that qFi (r) is the maximized profit a firm can get per unit of land,



qFi (r) = pi exp(−τi r)Ai ni (r)β − w(r)ni (r) n



o



= max pi exp(−τi r)Ai nβi − w(r)ni . {ni }



(1)



Consumers Each consumer is endowed with one unit of labor, which she supplies inelastically to the joint activity of working and commuting. There is a technology for commuting. Following Anas, Arnott, and Small (2000) and Lucas and Rossi-Hansberg (2002), the commuting cost takes the form of a loss of labor time that depends on the distance traveled to and from work. Therefore, a worker who resides in location r and commutes to a firm at location t has exp(−κ|t − r|) unit of time to devote to production, where κ > 0. Symmetric allocations imply that a worker only commutes along the straight line that connects her residential location and the city center. There is no commuting cost for shopping, as shopping can be viewed as a leisure.3 Each consumer’s preference can be written as



u(m, s, l) = m(r)α1 s(r)α2 l(r)α3 ,



where α1 , α2 , α3 ∈ (0, 1), and α1 + α2 + α3 = 1. Here m (r) , s (r), and l (r) denote the consumption of manufactured goods, services, and land for each consumer residing at location r respectively. Therefore, the problem for a consumer who lives at location r and works at 3



Takahashi (2014) considers shopping travel costs. He finds that as long as commuting costs are relatively higher compared to the shopping travel costs, the equilibrium of agglomeration at the CBD will emerge.
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t can be written as w(t)exp(−κ|t − r|) = pm m(r) + ps s(r) + qH (r)l(r) = min {m + ps s + qH (r)l} , {m,s,l}



(2)



¯ s.t. u(m, s, l) ≥ U, where pm (r), ps (r), and qH (r) denote the prices of manufactured goods, services, and land, and U¯ is the reservation utility, that is, the maximum utility a resident can get by locating elsewhere in the larger economy.



The Internal Structure of the City Following the urban economics literature, I assume the city is monocentric with a CBD of a positive radius and a surrounding residential ring. I take the city edge S as given. Specifically, I introduce an explicit internal structure within the CBD area: the service sector is located closest to the center, followed by the manufacturing sector. Some restrictions of parameters will be imposed to make this internal structure an equilibrium, as shown in the next section. Figure 2 shows the land-use map of the city. Let S1 be the boundary between the service and manufacturing sectors and S2 be the boundary between the manufacturing sector and residential area.
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Equilibrium



Firms It is customary in urban economic theory to approach land use in terms of bid rent functions (Alonso (1964) and Fujita (1989)). From the firm’s problem in (1), the optimal choice of n, conditional on locating at r is given by n∗i (r) = (βpi exp(−τi r)Ai /w(r))1/(1−β) . 9



(3)



Figure 2: Land-Use Map of the City
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Then, qFi (r) =



1/(1−β) 1−β  βpi exp(−τi r)Ai w(r)−β , β



(4)



and qFi (r) is the bid rent function for firms in industry i. The intuition is that a firm pays a lower rent if it is farther away from the city center and if the location’s wage is high.



Consumers Every consumer at every location must receive the reservation utility U¯ in equilibrium. Let qH (r) be the residential bid rent function: the maximum rent a worker would be willing to pay for a unit of land at location r, given that she will work at location t. Solving the consumer’s problem in (2), we obtain



m∗ (r) = α1 w(t)exp(−κ|t − r|), s∗ (r) = α2 w(t)exp(−κ|t − r|)/ps , l∗ (r) = α3 w(t)exp(−κ|t − r|)/qH (r), 



2 qH (r) = α1α1 α2α2 α3α3 p−α w(t)exp(−κ|t − r|)/U¯ s
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1/α3



,



where m∗ (r), s∗ (r), and l∗ (r) are the optimal choices of consumption at location r. As is intuitive, a resident pays a lower rent if she locates farther away from the center and if the utility she can get elsewhere is higher. Let N (r) be the number of residents per unit of land at location r. In other words, N (r) is the household density. As each resident occupies l(r) units of land, the residential land market clearing condition will be N (r)l(r) = 1. Therefore, in equilibrium, N (r) = 1/l∗ (r). For an allocation to be feasible, we need a condition that all residents have to be accommodated somewhere in the city, which means the integral of household density over the residential area must equal the total population, P , which can be written as ˆ



ˆ



S



P =



S



N (r)2πrdr = S2



S2



2πr dr. l∗ (r)



In addition, there is an arbitrage condition at the city boundary S: residential rent there must be equal to the rent on land in non-urban use, rA , usually called “agricultural rent” in the literature, which is assumed not to vary with location.



The Internal Structure of the City The analytical tractability is due to the fact that I can express all of the endogenous variables as negative exponentials, i.e., x(r) = x(0)exp(−φx r), where φx depends only on preference and technology parameters. As wage rate w (r) only depends on the location r, consider the business zone, [0, S2 ] , first. Workers are free to move across sectors. They must be indifferent to working at different locations within the business zone. Wage can be then expressed as



w(r) = w(0)exp(−κr)



r ∈ [0, S2 ).



Thus wages decline exponentially from the city center, reflecting that no one can gain by changing her job location. Wages closer to the city center are higher because the commuting
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costs are higher. Substitute this into (3), and using (4) yields employment density τi − κ ni (r) = ni (0)exp − r 1−β



!



r ∈ [0, S2 ),



where ni (0) = (βpi Ai /w(0))1/(1−β) . The firms’ bid rent function in the two sectors is qFi (r)



where qFi (0) =



1−β β







=



qFi (0)exp



βpi Ai w(0)−β



1/(1−β)



τi − κβ − r 1−β



!



r ∈ [0, S2 ),



. Note that this bid rent function is decreasing in r



provided that τi − κβ > 0. Given that workers who commute to the business zone earn the same regardless of where they work, it is convenient to imagine the place of work is exactly the city center, r = 0. Then the maximum rent a worker is willing to pay and still get U¯ is κ qH (r) = qH (0)exp − r α3 







where qH (0) = α1α1 α2α2 α3α3 ps−α2 w(0)/U¯



1/α3







r ∈ [0, S] ,



.



For the internal structure outlined in Figure 2 to be an equilibrium, two conditions are needed at each boundary. At boundary S1 , the bid rent of the service sector must be the same as that of the manufacturing sector, qFs (S1 ) = qFm (S1 ), and the slope of the service sector’s bid rent function must be steeper than the slope of the manufacturing sector’s bid rent function. These two conditions impose a constraint on the parameter τi . The slope of 0



−κβ i qF (r). The conditions that qFs (S1 ) = qFm (S1 ) and qFi (r) can be written as qFi (r) = − τi1−β 0



0



qFs (S1 ) > qFm (S1 ) imply that τs > τm , which means that the service sector has a higher transport cost than the manufacturing sector. This ensures that the service sector locates closest to the center, followed by the manufacturing sector. This is intuitive, as services generally need face-to-face meetings, thus they involve the movement of people rather than the shipping of goods. Hence service sector can gain more from being closest to the center. 12



Similarly, at boundary S2 , the bid rent of the manufacturing sector must be the same as the worker’s bid rent, and the slope of the former must be steeper than that of the latter. 0 (r) = − ακ3 qH (S2 ). The conditions that qFm (S2 ) = qH (S2 ) and The slope of qH (r) is qH 0



0 (S2 ) imply that κ < qFm (S2 ) > qH



τm α 3 . 1−β+α3 β



As α3 , β < 1, then



α3 1−β+α3 β



< 1. In addition,



firms’ rent bid functions are downward sloping. Therefore, for the spatial structure of the city to be an equilibrium, the restriction on the parameters is



κβ < τm < τs .



In other words, when a firm decides where to locate, it faces a tradeoff: by locating one unit closer to the city center, it saves shipping cost (captured by τi ) but it also has to pay a higher wage for workers to commute longer (captured by κβ). The savings on shipping cost must outweigh the extra cost on wages for the firms to locate in an area that is closer to the center; this implies that firms would like to locate in the CBD and residents would locate farther away.



Equilibrium Definition 1. An equilibrium in this economy is a collection of continuous functions {ni (r), N (r), w(r), qFi (r), qH (r)}, for i = {s, m}, together with prices {pm , ps } such that for all r, 1. wage arbitrage condition: w(r) = w(0)exp(−κr) r ∈ [0, S2 ), 2. ni (r) and qFi (r) are the employment density and bid rent functions defined by the firm’s problem, 3. N (r) and qH (r) are the residential density and bid rent function defined by the consumer’s problem, 4. qFi (r) and qH (r) satisfy the equilibrium land rents condition: i.e., each piece of land goes to the highest-bidding use, 5. feasibility constraint: P =



´S S2



N (r)2πrdr,
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Figure 3: Equilibrium Land Rents Per unit land rent Service bid-rent function
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6. labor market clears at boundary S2 , and 7. goods market clears at the center. It is assumed that land is allocated to its highest-value use. Therefore, the equilibrium land rent at any location is the maximum of the bid rents there:



q(r) = max [qFs (r), qFm (r), qH (r), rA ] =



                            











r ∈ [0, S1 )







r ∈ [S1 , S2 )



−κβ qFs (0)exp − τs1−β r







−κβ qFm (0)exp − τm1−β r







qH (0)exp − ακ3 r rA







r ∈ [S2 , S] r ∈ (S, ∞).



Figure 3 plots the equilibrium land rents for both the business zone, that is, the service and manufacturing sectors, and the residential zone. The labor market clearing condition determines the location of the commercial district boundary, S2 .4 At boundary S2 , each worker living at location r contributes exp (−κ (r − S2 )) 4



Since workers have to commute to S2 first before traveling to her firm, to simplify the analysis, I will
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units of labor time. The total supply of labor time at S2 is thus



´S S2



N (r)exp (−κ (r − S2 )) 2πrdr.



As the employment density at location t in the business zone (0, S2 ) is ni (t), labor time needed at boundary S2 to fulfill this demand is exp (κ (S2 − t)) ni (t). Hence the total time needed at ´S S2 to satisfy total labor demand inside the business zone is 0 1 2πtns (t)exp (κ (S2 − t)) dt + ´ S2 2πtnm (t)exp (κ (S2 − t)) dt. Therefore, equalizing the labor demand and labor supply S1 will give us ˆ



ˆS1



S



N (r)exp (−κ (r − S2 )) 2πrdr = S2



ˆS2 2πtns (t)exp (κ (S2 − t)) dt+ 2πtnm (t)exp (κ (S2 − t)) dt.



0



S1



(5) Turning to the goods market clearing conditions, note that output per unit of land, taking the shipping cost into account, can be written as



yi (r) = Ai exp (−τi r) ni (r)β . The total supply of each type of good at the city center is ˆS1 2πrAs exp (−τs r) ns (r)β dr,



s= 0



(6)



ˆS2 2πrAm exp (−τm r) nm (r)β dr.



m= S1



From the consumer’s preference, the ratio of the consumption of the two types of goods is s m



=



α2 pm . α1 ps



If one plugs in the expressions for s and m from above, the relative prices can be



determined, which governs the main result of this paper. consider the labor market clearing condition at S2 , which is sufficient to give an equation that relates S1 , S2 , and S.
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Equilibrium Characterization I examine the equilibrium in terms of a closed city. That is, the city’s population, P , is taken as given and the equilibrium determines the city’s geographic size, S, and the utility it can deliver to its residents, U¯ . As all of the functions are negative exponentials, the only unknowns are the values of these functions at r = 0, which can be determined once ni (0) is determined. To see this, note that the wage rate and bid rent functions at location r = 0 can be written as



w(0) = βpi Ai ni (0)β−1 , qFi (0) = (1 − β) pi Ai ni (0)β =



1−β w(0)ni (0), β



and recall that qFm (S2 ) = qH (S2 ); then, the residential rent at r = 0 can be expressed as !



α3 τm − α3 κβ − κ + κβ qH (0) = qFm (0)exp − S2 . α3 (1 − β) Therefore, all of these functions at r = 0 are functions of ni (0). Using the expressions for qH (r), ni (r), and l(r), the labor market clearing condition in (5), and the goods market clearing conditions in (6), the equation of relative prices can be written as !



exp



´ S1











−κβ rexp − τs1−β r dr



τs − τm α2 0   S1 ´ S2 = , τ −κβ m 1−β α1 rexp − r dr 1−β



S1



which only depends on the boundaries S1 and S2 .
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(7)



Higher Relative Price in Larger Cities Recall that at boundary S1 , qFs (S1 ) = qFm (S1 ). Using the expressions for qFi (r) and ni (0), the relative price of services is ps A s p m Am



!1/(1−β)



!



τs − τm = exp S1 . 1−β



(8)



As τs > τm , as long as As /Am is constant, the relative price of services is increasing in S1 . Intuitively, it is equally profitable to produce services and manufactured goods at the boundary S1 . The farther out the boundary, the higher the transport cost, which disproportionally affects the service sector. This has to be compensated by the higher price of services. The main result of this paper is to show how a change in population, P , affects the boundary S1 . The following analysis takes several steps as outlined below. First, I will prove that if the boundary between the manufacturing sector and residential area, S2 , is taken as given, then S1 , the boundary between the service and manufacturing sectors, is strictly increasing in S2 . Also, if both population, P , and city edge, S, are taken as given, then S2 is strictly increasing in S. Second, I show that given productivities Ai , the city size, S (Ai , P ), is strictly increasing in population, P . Lemma 1. For each S2 > 0, (7) uniquely determines S1 (S2 ) ∈ (0, S2 ) . Furthermore, S1 (S2 ) is strictly increasing in S2 . Proof. See Appendix. The intuition is that (7) implicitly defines S1 as a function of S2 , i.e., there is a unique S1 corresponding to each S2 and it is strictly increasing in S2 . In other words, if the boundary between the manufacturing sector and residential area is farther away from the city center, then the boundary between the service and manufacturing sectors must also move further from the city center. To see the relation between S2 and S, rearranging (7) and plugging into the labor market clearing condition to get 17



α3 τm − α3 κβ − κ + κβ S2 exp − α3 (1 − β)



S2



κ rexp − r dr α3 







(9)



1 (S2 ) ! Sˆ



α3 β α1 τs − τm 1+ exp S1 (S2 ) 1−β α2 1−β 



=



! ˆS







!



rexp − 0



τs − κβ r dr. 1−β



Lemma 2. For each S > 0, the expression above uniquely determines S2 (S) ∈ (0, S) . Furthermore, S2 (S) is strictly increasing in S. Proof. See Appendix. As the city edge moves outwards, so does the boundary between the business zone and residential area. Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 together give the relation between the three boundaries of the city, which will be useful in the proof of the main result later. The next part is to show the relation between the population and the boundaries. From the feasibility con´S straint, P = S2 N (r)2πrdr, expressions for l(r), qH (0), and (9), employment density ni (0) can be written as ´S











rexp − ακ3 r dr S2   ´      , nm (0) = ´S S −κβ −τm 3) 2π 1 + αα21 exp τs1−β S1 0 1 rexp − τs1−β r dr S2 rexp − κ(1−α r dr α3 P



(10)



!



τs − τm ns (0) = exp S1 nm (0). 1−β



(11)



If Ai and S are held constant, a change in P will change ni (0), as both ns (0) and nm (0) depend proportionally on P . Recall from discussions above that the equilibrium of the model is determined by ni (0). Therefore, the following proposition summarizes the effects of a change in population: Proposition 1. If Ai and S are held constant, (i) employment density ni (0) changes proportionately with P, (ii) elasticity of rents qFm (r) and qH (r) in any location with respect to P is β, and (iii) elasticity of wage in any location with respect to P is β − 1. 18



Turning to the effects of a change in the land supply, let Ai and P be constant. Then (10) and (11) imply that nm (0) is decreasing in S, using Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and also the result from Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2013). Similarly, ns (0) is also decreasing in S. The intuition is that the employment density at the city center is lower in a more spread-out city. Therefore, it follows that Proposition 2 is true. Proposition 2. If Ai and P are held constant, employment density ni (0) and rents qFm (0), qH (0) are decreasing in S. Proof. See Appendix. Proposition 2 implies that as the amount of land a city owns increases, the rent at the city center decreases. So far, the effects of a change in population, P , and the effects of a change in land supply, S, are established. It remains to be shown the effects of a change in population on the city size, S, namely, the determination of S and U¯ , given Ai and P . As the agricultural rent outside the city is rA , the city edge, S, is determined by



qH (S; Am , P ) = rA ,



where qH (S; Am , P ) is the rent at the city edge when the TFP in the manufacturing sector is Am and the population is P . The following Lemma 3 gives the relation between qH (S; Am , P ) and S. Lemma 3. qH (S; Am , P ) is strictly decreasing in S and strictly increasing in Am and P . Proof. See Appendix. Holding other variables constant, rent at the city edge falls with the city size, S, because people living at the boundary earn the least, due to the large amount of time lost in commuting to work. Given Lemma 3, for any Ai , P , and rA , there is a unique S, that solves qH (S; Am , P ) = rA . Let the solution be S (Am , P ). Then immediately from Lemma 3, we have the following proposition. 19



Proposition 3. S (Am , P ) is strictly increasing in P. Therefore, the main result of this paper is established: larger cities have higher relative prices. The logic is as follows: by Proposition 3, cities with a higher population have a larger city size. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, as the city becomes more spread-out, so does the boundary between the service and manufacturing sectors (S1 ). By (8), as long as As /Am is constant, the relative price of services is increasing in S1 . This explains why cities with larger populations have higher prices.



5



Conclusion



This paper makes two important contributions. First, it documents the empirical facts about the price differences in tradable and non-tradable goods across cities. Previous studies have largely focused on aggregate price indices and housing/land prices. This paper uses detailed component data for 56 individual goods and services across 209 U.S. cities to construct price indices for both tradable and non-tradable goods and services. Contrary to the theories, I find that the price of tradable goods is higher in larger cities. The price of non-tradable goods, excluding land, is also significantly higher in larger cities. Specifically, a one log-unit rise in city size is associated with a 3.4% increase in the non-tradable price index and a 1.2% increase in the tradable price index. To address this cross-city price differences, this paper proposes a spatial model of cities in which an explicit internal structure is introduced: the service sector is located closest to the city center, followed by the manufacturing sector, and then by the residential area. The difference in transport costs ensures this spatial structure. As service goods usually involve face-to-face meetings, they are the most expensive to be delivered. All of the agents face a trade-off: by locating closer to the center, they save transport or commuting costs but they have to pay a higher land price. In equilibrium, all of the agents choose their optimal location. The equilibrium defines the boundaries of the city. As the population grows, the 20



city edge increases. This leads to an increase in the boundary between the service and manufacturing sectors. As the service sector has higher transport costs, it is proportionately more affected. Therefore, the relative price of services is higher in large cities.
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Appendix Proofs Lemma 1. Proof. Rearrange (7) gives τs − τm S1 exp 1−β



! ˆS1 0



!



τs − κβ α2 rexp − r dr = 1−β α1 24



ˆS2 S1



!



τm − κβ rexp − r dr 1−β



Given any S2 > 0, since τs > τm and κβ < τm < τs , left side of the expression above is increasing in S1 . The right side is clearly decreasing in S1 . Furthermore, the left side is 0 for S1 = 0 while the right side is strictly positive, and the left side is strictly positive for S1 = S2 while the right side is 0. Therefore, for each S2 > 0 there is a unique S1 ∈ (0, S2 ) that ensures the above expression is satisfied. Observe also that as S2 increases and S1 does not change, the integral on the right side goes up. Since the left side is increasing in S1 , the equilibrium S1 must be strictly higher. Thus S1 (S2 ) is strictly increasing in S2 . Lemma 2. Proof. Given any S > 0, since κ 



τm α 3 , 1−β+α3 β



left side of (9) is decreasing in S2 . From Lemma



1, we know S1 (S2 ) is increasing in S2 , thus the right side is increasing in S2 . The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1. Proposition 1. Proof. (i) This is immediate from the expressions of nm (0) and ns (0) in (10) and (11). 







3 κβ−κ+κβ (ii) Note that qFm (0) = (1 − β) Am nm (0)β and qH (0) = qFm (0)exp − α3 τm −α S2 . α3 (1−β)



(iii) It immediately follows from w(0) = βAm nm (0)β−1 . Proposition 2. ´S



Proof. Recall that nm (0) = 
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−κβ rexp − τs1−β r dr is clearly decreasing in S1 (and de-



creasing in S). From Lemma 2 in Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2013), the ratio of integrals ˆS S2



κ rexp − r dr/ α3 
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rexp S2



κ − + κ r dr α3  



is also decreasing in S. So nm (0) is decreasing in S. Similarly, ns (0) is also decreasing in S. 







3 κβ−κ+κβ Therefore, rents qFm (0) = (1 − β) Am nm (0)β and qH (0) = qFm (0)exp − α3 τm −α S2 are α3 (1−β)



also decreasing in S. 25



Lemma 3. 















Proof. Since qH (S; Am , P ) = qH (0)exp − ακ3 S , the term exp − ακ3 S is decreasing in S and from Proposition 2, holding Ai and P constant, qH (0) is decreasing in S. So qH (S; Am , P ) is strictly decreasing in S. 







3 κβ−κ+κβ Since qFm (0) = (1 − β) Am nm (0)β and qH (0) = qFm (0)exp − α3 τm −α S2 , holding α3 (1−β)



S and P fixed, qH (0) is proportional to Am and so qH (S; Am , P ) is increasing in Am . In additional, holding S and Am fixed, qH (0) is increasing in P by Proposition 1. Therefore, qH (S; Am , P ) is increasing in P .



Data Source The data are taken from the ACCRA (American Chamber of Commerce Researchers Association) Cost of Living Index published by the Council for Community and Economic Research. The items on which the Index is based have been chosen to reflect the different categories of consumer expenditures. The ACCRA Cost of Living Index measures the relative price levels of consumer goods and services in participating areas. The average for all of the participating places, including both metropolitan and non-metropolitan, equals 100, and each participant’s index is read as a percentage of the average for all of the places. Table 2 shows the details of all of the 56 items included in the data. I group these individual items into tradable and non-tradable goods. Tradable goods include all of the grocery items (items 1-26), miscellaneous goods such as toothpaste, shampoo, medicine, clothing items, sports items, and liquor (items 37, 38, 44, 45, 47-49, 54, 56, and 57). Nontradable goods (except land/housing) include utilities, transportation, healthcare services, and miscellaneous goods and services such as prepared food in restaurants, beauty services, repairs, and dry cleaning (items 29-36, 39-43, 46, 50-53, and 55). Table 2: List of Items Included No.



Items



Weight



Specifications



26



Grocery items



13.31%



1



T-bone steak



.026453



Price per pound



2



Ground beef or hamburger



.026453



Price per pound, lowest price, min 80% lean



3



Sausage



.035650



Price per pound; Jimmy Dean or Owens brand, 100% pork



4



Frying chicken



.037546



Price per pound, whole fryer



5



Chunk light tuna



.035840



6.0 oz. can, Starkist or Chicken of the Sea



6



Whole milk



.033754



Half-gallon carton



7



Eggs



.009481



One dozen, Grade A, large



8



Margarine



.004466



One pound, cubes, Blue Bonnet or Parkay



9



Parmesan cheese, grated



.070162



8 oz. canister, Kraft brand



10



Potatoes



.031052



10 lb., white or red



11



Bananas



.058500



Price per pound



12



Iceberg lettuce



.024983



Head, approximately 1.25 pounds



13



Bread, white



.084195



24 oz. loaf, lowest price, or prorated 24-oz. equivalent, lowest



14



Fresh Orange Juice



.015460



64 oz. (1.89 liters) Tropicana or Florida Natural brand



15



Coffee, vacuum-packed



.035441



11.5 oz. can, Maxwell House, Hills Brothers, or Folgers



16



Sugar



.035745



4 pound sack, cane or beet, lowest price



17



Corn flakes



.042002



18 oz., Kellogg’s or Post Toasties



18



Sweet peas



.012895



15-15.25 oz. can, Del Monte or Green Giant



19



Peaches



.013932



29 oz. can, Hunt’s, Del Monte, Libby’s or Lady Alberta



20



Facial tissues



.051958



200-count box, Kleenex brand



21



Dishwashing powder



.051958



75 oz. Cascade dishwashing powder



22



Canola Oil



.019996



48 oz. bottle



23



Frozen meal



.099794



8 to 10 oz. frozen chicken entrée, Healthy Choice or Lean



24



Frozen corn



.012895



16 oz. whole kernel, lowest price



25



Potato chips



.082627



12 oz. plain regular potato chips



26



Soft drink



.046762



2 liter Coca Cola, excluding any deposit



Housing



29.27%



27



Apartment, monthly rent



.207796



28A



Total purchase price



28B



Mortgage rate



28C



Monthly payment



.792204



Utilities



10.22%



Total home energy cost



.625942



Two bedroom, unfurnished, excluding all utilities except water, 1½ or 2 baths, 950 sq. ft. 2,400 sq. ft. living area new house, 8,000 sq. ft. lot, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths Effective rate, including points and origination fee, for 30-year Principal and interest, using mortgage rate for item 28B and assuming 25% down payment Monthly cost, at current rates, for average monthly



29-30



consumption of all types of energy during the previous 12 months for the type of home specified in Item 28A



27



Average monthly cost for all-electric homes is shown in 29



Column 29A; average monthly cost for homes using other



Electricity



types of energy as well is shown in Column 29B. Average monthly cost at current rates for natural gas, fuel 30



oil, coal, wood, and any other forms of energy except



Other home energy



electricity. Private residential line; customer owns instruments. Price includes: basic monthly rate; additional local use charges, if 31



Telephone



.374058



any, incurred by a family of four; TouchTone fee; all other mandatory monthly charges, such as long distance access fee and 911 fee; and all taxes on the foregoing.



Transportation



9.86%



32



Auto maintenance



.298106



33



Gasoline



.701894



Health care



4.23%



34



Office visit, optometrist



.042192



35



Office visit, doctor



.228772



36



Office visit, dentist



.321409



37



Ibuprofen



.088495



200 mg. 50 tablets, Advil brand



38



Atorvastatin Calcium



.319132



20 mg. 30 tablets, Lipitor brand



Miscellaneous goods & services



33.11%



Average price to computer- or spin-balance one front wheel One gallon regular unleaded, national brand, including all taxes; cash price at self-service pump if available Full vision eye exam for established adult patient American Medical Association procedure 99213 (general practitioner’s routine examination of established patient) American Dental Association procedure 1110 (adult teeth cleaning)



¼-pound patty with cheese, pickle, onion, mustard, and 39



Hamburger sandwich



.115113



catsup. McDonald’s Quarter-Pounder with cheese, where available



40



Pizza



.115113



11"-12" thin crust cheese pizza. Pizza Hut or Pizza Inn where available Thigh and drumstick, with or without extras, whichever is less expensive, Kentucky Fried Chicken or Church’s where



41



Fried chicken



.115113



42



Haircut



.019859



Man’s barbershop haircut, no styling



43



Beauty salon



.019859



Woman’s shampoo, trim, and blow-dry



44



Toothpaste



.010667



6 oz.-6.4 oz. tube, Crest or Colgate



45



Shampoo



.026679



15 oz. bottle, Alberto VO5 brand



46



Dry cleaning



.038951



Man’s two-piece suit



47



Men’s dress shirt



.038227



Cotton/polyester, pinpoint weave, long sleeves



48



Boy’s jeans



.009605



Blue denim jeans, regular, relaxed or loose fit, sizes 8-20



49



Women’s slacks



.078626



At least 95% cotton, twill khakis, misses 4-14



50



Major appliance repair



.087240



51



Monthly newspaper subscription



.014483



available



Home service call, clothes washing machine; minimum labor charge, excluding parts Daily and Sunday home delivery, large-city newspaper



28



52



Movie



.054615



First-run, indoor, evening, no discount



53



Bowling



.054615



Price per line (game). Saturday evening non-league rate



54



Tennis balls



.056712



Can of three extra-duty, yellow, Wilson or Penn brand



55



Veterinary Services



.085563



Annual exam, 4-year-old dog



56



Beer



.029480



Heineken’s, 6-pack, 12-oz. containers, excluding any deposit



57



Wine



.029480



Livingston Cellars or Gallo Chablis or Chenin Blanc, 1.5-liter bottle



29
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A Spatial Explanation for Cross-City Price Differences






Items 29 - 36 - This paper proposes a spatial model to explain why relative price of non-tradable goods is higher in large cities. There are two sectors: a tradable manufacturing sector and a non-tradable service sector. An explicit internal structure of the city is introduced: the service sector locates closest to the center, followed ... 
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